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Introduction.

The investigations of the electrical propulsion thrusters (EPT) and the 3
electrical propulsion engine units (EPEU) are carried out at the

Dnepropetrovsk State University (DSU) about 30 years. During this time all

the main types of EPT were investigated: plasma-ion thrusters (PIT) Kaufman

type; the two sorts of the ion thrusters with closed drift of electrons - the

stationary plasma thruster (SPT) and the thruster with anode layer (TAL); I

pulsed thrusters; the thrusters with outside electric field.

The main task of the investigations, which are carried out at the DSU,

was in the optimization of the working processes in the EPT, the improvement

of the constructions, the determination of the EPT optimal parameters for the

solution following problems:

- the transfer of the spacecraft (SC) on the high orbits;

- the correction of the spacecraft orbit during active existence;

- the attitude control of the spacecraft; i

- the removal of the static electricity from the surface of the spacecraft;

- the probe of the ionosphere using the modulated ion beam.

1. The designing and investigation of the electric propulsion thrusters

.vith the closed drift of elecrons.

At the present time the main efforts in the DSU are concentrated on the I

problem of the EPT development for the ystem of the attitude control, the

State University. Dnepropetr( -. , Ukraine
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constructi n and easily of the manufacturing, the high reiiabilit and good

control parameters, together with the nigh efficiency and lifetime, the family of

SPT and TAL is the most promising for decision of the different space

program. An accumulated experience of the different kind EPT development

allowed to work out, investigate and optimize some series of SPT and TAL

which overlap the wide range of parameters: the level of the thrust - 2...13 G;

the level of specific impulse - 8500...17000 m/s; the range of input power -

0.34...3.0 kWt; the cost of thrust - less then 180 Wt/G.

The results of the last investigations, which were carried out in the

cooperation with ZNIIMASH (Russia), were used in the time of the

development new EPT constructions. These results allow to get the level SPT

lifetime about 4000...5000 hours when the high level of the thrust and energy

characteristics are preserved.

The works on thei development of the geostationary communicate satellite

are carried out in Ukraine now according with program "Lvbid". DSU is

going to take part in this development as a designer of EPT. According to

these works the investigation different construction variants of SPT and TAL

Swere carried out for the achievement high lifetime parameters.

In the beginning of 80-years the third kind (after SPT and TAL) of the
accelerator with closed drift electrons was proposed and developed. This is the

accelerator with outside electric field (OEFA). It was called such because in

this accelerator the inchanne! variant accel-ration is realized with hich ene rv
S.-fnciencv The decreasing o! the magne : field i;; the d:rcc:ion 1to ti. e.;.'ic

f;eld . - n-debye .:peratir- .ondition, :.-e the :::ain peculiarities "h; k ;ic of

acceler:,:ors [1].
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were obtained in DSU show that such kind of accelerator, expedient to use

as an electric propulsion thruster with a low level of the thrust and as a lo;w-

current ion source for different applications on the spacecrafts and in the

vacuum-plasma technology.

Two main modifications of the accelerator with outside electric field were

developed - two-step and one-step. The ionization of the propellant in two-

step OEFA fully or advantagely is realized in the special ionizator - the first

step and the ion acceleration is carried out in open half-space - the second step.

The cesium electric propulsion thruster is developed on the two-step OEFA

base with the level of the thrust - 2.7 mN, specific impulse 3300 s and the

thrust efficiency = 70% [2]. The thrusters with that parameters expediently to

use for the precession attitude control of the spacecraft, the support of the

relative position several spacecrafts, for the compensation very small

disturbance forces. This is very important in particular for spending some

science experiments in the field of the fundamental physics, geodesy and

astronomy. The new branch of the space technology appears and actively

develops at the present time. This is development of the small specialized

satellites with the mass about some tens kilograms. The launch orbit and the

work orbit for such satellites don't coincide owing to special specific the

launching that satellites. The electric propulsion thruster with small level of the

thrust expediently to use for the transfer satellites from one orbit to another.

The propellant ionization in one-step OEFA takes place in the acceleration

zone, this process decreases efficiency of mass using and energetic efficiency

of the accelerator. But such accelerators distinguish oneself by very small levcl

of the inp.: power, about several wat. little mass and dimensions, simplicity

of the construction. The plasma neutra!izator -or the liquidation differential

electricity potential of the high-orbit spacecrafts was developed on the base of
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the one-step OEFA [3]. It can use any gas or the board of the spacecraft. Ion

| emission is carried out like that it doesn't render force influence on the

spacecraft. More in the cause of the opening discharge zone OEFA and taked

I some special means the ion emission are carried out in very wide angle (the

dirrectional pattern of ion beam presents the rotate body). That must insure of

the spacecraft charge neutralizing. It is possible to insure the ion emission

form near to sphere-symmetric.

At the end of 80-es the system for plasma-chemical cleaning of the

I television camera preserve glass in the pilot-complex "MIR" was developed

and passed all necessary testing in some organizations in the Ukraine and

Russia on the base of OEFA. This system was maked in the form of compact

3 arm tool which are mounted before procedure of the cleaning by astronaut and

are took off after that. The development on the base OEFA the absolutely

autonomous board system of optical system cleaning from different pollution

caused by evaporation of spacecraft materials and by work engine units. At

last time the possibility of the micro-OEFA (the volume about some tens of

3 cube millimeters) developing are investigated in DSU. This micro-OEFA can

be integrated in electrical-vacuum devices.

I 2.The works on the investigation of the origin causes and

the ways of the instability in SPT suppressing.

Very big attention spared in DSU to questions of the instability in SPT

3 suppressing. This is very important for increasing of the thruster

characteristics and also for improvement of electro-magnetic compatible the

3 thruster and electrical propulsion engine unit subsystems and electronic

equipment on spacecraft. The theoretical and experimental investigations of

I using different variants feedback for instability in SPT suppressing take large

place in these works. These works carry out in DSU together with Institute

Geotechnical Mechanics of Ukrainian Science Academy [4-7]. The methods of
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instabilities in EPT and its influence to operating processes in a thruster. The

specialized diagnostic complex for these tasks has been created in DSL.

The independent research trend is the investigation of instabilities in SPT

caused by mutual influence of the processes in the accelerating channel and by

the processes in the electrical power system and also influence of magnetic

field parameters on the pattern and the amplitude of the discharge current

oscillations. DSU collaborates in this field with the researchers of the

University of Texas and Lewis Researcher Center NASA (USA). As a result

of the joint theoretical and experimental investigations it became possible to

reduce the amplitude of discharge current oscillations in SPT-100 by more then

an order and to obtain recommendation on choosing structure and determining

parameters of the electrical power system. The results obtained will be

presented in detail in the section reports.

For a number of years DSU has been carrying the research of instabilities

in plasma lenses [8]. A number of methods of regulating these instabilities

were successfully tested, including feedback use [9]. This work was

accompanied by experimental investigations with the plasma lens having

alternating curvature of magnetic lines of force which helped to reduce the

abnormal lateral conductance in the lens. The results obtained can be used to

construct on the basis of the plasma lens rather economic system of focusing

ion stream which EPT emits. It will help to avoid high-speed ions hitting the

elements of space vehicle. Using the system regulating plasma instabilities in

the lens reduced its chromatic and moment aberration. It gives additional

opportunities for using the combination of ion or plasma accelerator itn

plasma lens in vacuum-plasma technology.

3. Development and investigation of the eletric propulsion engine unit

subsystems.
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1 Researc of DSU is no: limited to ,eve;oping various types of ee;tric

propulsion thrusters. The intensive work connected with investigating

subsystems as a part of the electric rocket engines is also being carried out.

I First of all such subsystems include the system of EPEU automatic control and

the system of working medium storage and supply.

U During the 80-es a highly precise system of ion current stabilizing in

plasma-ion thruster IDOR-100 in the course of developing it became possible

to obtain mathematical models of plasma-ion thruster as an object of control, a

3 system of working medium storage and supply and electric power supply

system, as actuators of a control system [10, 13]. A mathematical model of

I random disturbances affecting the object of control the channel of working

medium supply system was also obtained [15]. The characteristic feature of the

system proposed was the use of observer device as a component of the system

3 of ion current stabilizing. Using of such observer device helped to obtain the

estimation of an object state vector and a vector of random disturbances

I affecting the object [14]. With the help of these estimations the researchers

managed to synthesize the system of ion current stabilizing on the basis of

solving the modality control problem and on the basis of solving the problem

of analytical design of optimum regulator [11,12].

The application of the methods of modern theory of control systems in

3 EPEU has led to the development of multy-countur control system of plasma-

ion thruster, which provides an accurate tracking of a command signal while

minimizing leakage current on accelerating electrode.

3 DSU has proposed an impulse adjustment method for adjusting integral

characteristics of SPT which provides a wide range of SPT propulsion

3 adjustment while preserving optimal operational regimes of working medium

ionization and acceleration [16].
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EPEL subsystems automatic control algorithms must he a art oi EPEU

control unit algorithms, must provide analysis of current condition and regimes

of EPEU subsystems, give a signal when emergency regimes arise and form

commands on switching EPEU reserve units. Thus, demands for automatic

control system and EPEU control are constantly increasing. These systems

must be more and more intellectual, and development of such systems needs

joint efforts not only of those working with EPT, working medium storage and

supply systems and systems of power processing but also of specialists in the

sphere of complex multimeasured objects.

4.Analysis of perspective space programs using electric propulsion

thrusters.

DSU provides both development and investigation of various EPT design

types and EPEU subsystems and the analysis of perspective space programs

using EPEU. At present, the main means of space vehicles ejection into high

orbits are, as it is known, heavy launch vehicles (LV): in Russia - "Proton",

in France - "Arraign-5". Using an acceleration unit (AU) in NT and NSDH

components it is possible to eject spacecraft up to 2,5 tf into orbit. Payload

ejected into geostationary orbit is supposed to increase up to 3,5 - 4,5 tf on

account of using oxygen-hydrogen components in an engines.

The usage of combined acceleration unit, consisting of LPT and power

propulsion unit (PPU) comprising solar panels (SP) and electrical propulsion

thrusters is of great interest. With all this a rather long time of space rocket

ejection into geostationary orbit with a tendency of increase of SR active life

time up to 8-10 years i. not a limiting factor already.

The usage of ecoiogi:allv clean combined acceleration unit with EPT on

middle class Boosters of " Zenit" type. developed by design bureau "Yuznoe"

is of special interest. DSU has analyzed the application of cruise EPT in PPU.
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3 The engine with the anode layer examined in DSU for a number of years

served as ET. ALT has a great advantage over other types of ET in angular

accuracy of propulsion vector orientation, stability of its parameters in time

and perspective of high resource provision.

The analysis was made for the following parts in EPT:

- 4 units of cruise engines;

-2 heel orientation engine units;

3 -working medium storage and supply system;

- energy transformation control unit.

For the ballistic analysis we accepted the change in specific propulsion

impulse in the range of 14 00-6000 s , and propulsion value changes in the

range of 140-430 W/tf accordingly.

3 According to the developments of DSU and DB "Yuznoe" the specific

weight of the storing and supplying working medium system was taken as
equal to 0,5 kgc for 1 kgc of the working medium, the latter being xenon.

The weight of a spacecraft including instrumentation, its structural parts

as EPT structure weight with the stock of a working medium for the work in

GSO, named as the weight of useful load, was taken as the criterion of
efficiency of PPU using. Efficiency analysis of PPU using was carried out for
the scheme of a flight in which the system is put on a staging orbit due to PV3 on LPT, and from the staging orbit SV is put on GSO due to EPP. All
calculations was carried out for the LV "Zenit" and two variants of PV: on the

3 components NT-NSDH and oxygen-hydrogen.

Calculations are carried out for spacecrafts "light" and "heavy" types.I Spacecrafts with purposeful instrumentation with the weight of 500...600. kgf

were referred to the "light" type and those with the weight Of 1200...1300 kgf
- to the "heavy" type. The power of a solar power unit was considered of two3 levels - 20 and 30 kW. The high of the staging orbit varied within the range of
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the range of 1400... 16000s.

As it was expected, there exists the optimum of a payload weight at

changing the EPT specific impulse. This optimum exists within the range of

2000...4000 s depending on the time of putting in the orbit. Maximum values

of the payload weight are achieved at small heights of the staging orbit. The

payload weight increases with the increase of the period of PPU operation.

As a results of work carried out in DSU it was shown:

1. A principally new system of launching a spacecrafts into high orbits,

including the GSO, on the basis of an ecological clean LV "Zenit" can be

created.

2. LV on the basis of LPP and PPU can be places under the cone of LV

"Zenit". The power of the energy unit on the basis solar arrays can achieved

30 kW.

3. At the period of launching into orbit of 400 days for the variant of RB

on the components NT -NSDH the total weight of spacecraft with PPU being

put into GSO, is about 5.0 Tf, for the variant of RB on the components oxygen

- hydrogen - about 6.0 Tf, which is considerably higher then with the means of

launching currently used.

4. Into GSO together with a spacecraft instrumentation efficient EPEUs

and an energy supplying system are brought that provide the correction of the

spacecraft working orbit, maneuvering and power supply, as well as taking a

SC off the working orbit after resources exhaustion or instrumentation failure

in the process of spacecraft operation in the orbit.

Conclusion

Research and development works on practically all types of EPT have 1

been carried out in Dnepropetrovsk State University for many years, serious

experimental base has been created that includes vacuum chambers and
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measuring devices of the thrust and mass flov rate. elaborated and

manufactured in DSU and having high metrology characteristics. The stand

I base of DSU allows to carry out complex research of practically all types of

EPT. Considerable experience of development and research of all EPT types

U has been accumulated which provides mutually beneficial contacts with foreign

countries and with UIS countries in the conditions of the current situation. The

participation of DSU representatives in this conference is possible due to these

3 fruitful contacts.

It is worth while mentioning in conclusion that a group of enthusiasts of

EPT formed in DSU has high scientific and technical potential, good

experience in research and development of various types of thrusters, systems

of storage and supplying a propellant, systems of power processing, operation

and control. This group is able to carry out developments of propulsion

engine units on EPT base at the highest level and is ready to carry out joint

I research and development works and to strengthen contacts with all

organizations interested in the problem.
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